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    1.   Persian Rugs Canada
    

  

As the direct importer our prices can't be beat. We guarantee it! We have over 30 years
experience serving thousands of clients in Toronto. We have the largest selection of
handknotted persian rugs. Over 3000+ pcs in our showroom which is open to the public. We
offer Free In Home Trial, Free Delivery and Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed. Redecorating
your living or working space in Toronto has never been more stylish with Persian Rugs Canada
handknotted rugs. The easiest way to instantly change the look of a room is to add a Persian
rug and voila, you are instantly transported into one of those eras where style takes on new
meaning!

    
    1.  Improving the Floor  

  

Incorporating Persian rugs to your home is a more natural way to revamp a room. Floors play a
vital part in creating a beautiful place. No matter how expensive or elegant the furniture and
decors are, if the floor does not match the overall theme of the interior, adding a rug can further
elevate the idea and the style of the room.

    
    1. Purchasing Persian Rugs In Toronto are Cheaper than replacing the entire Floor

  

  

If you are living in a rental house in Toronto, or you cannot modify the structure of the floor,
adding a Persian rug is easier and cheaper than replacing the whole floor. Since Persian rugs in
Toronto are available in different sizes and patterns, you are most likely to find a rug design that
suits your needs.

    
    1. Soundproofing  

  

Most houses in Toronto have wooden floors or concrete floors. For people who like the
quietness of a cozy home, adding a Persian rug can be used to muffle the sound of footsteps on
the floor or stairways. Depending on the thickness of the carpet, they absorb sounds and are
quite helpful in improving relationships with the neighbors especially if you live in shared
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apartments.

    
    1.  Heat Insulation  

  

The overall climate in Canada is mildly warm to cold, and the temperature can go below -20
degrees in December. Rugs can retain heat and warm up the room during the cold weather in
Toronto, and it is undoubtedly more comfortable stepping over plush rugs in the winters than
cold hard floors.

    
    1.  Disguise  

  

Rugs provide an excellent mask for dust, dirt and camouflaging imperfections of floors and
walls. Depending on the area, you can choose the designs, colours and size of the rugs to
cover up stained wooden or other floors and uneven finishing on the corners and borders of a
room.

  

While there is an array of uses for a Persian rug, its efficiency also depends on knowing how to
choose the right type of rug for your home in Toronto

  

Here are some tips to remember while choosing the right Persian Rug in the city of Toronto:

    
    1. Light colored rugs give an illusion of expanded space, so they are better in limited areas.  

    2. Natural wool rugs absorb the smell and sound and are warmer than synthetically treated
wool. Small children shouldn't be exposed to synthetic rug fibers.   
    3. Rugs with long pile add warmth in a bedroom   
    4. Rugs with short pile are easier to clean and are suitable for kid's room.   
    5. Rugs in a dining room should fit in all the chairs and the dining table   
    6. Have underpads on your rug for a mudroom to prevent absorption of moisture.   
    7. Dry clean rugs at least once a year and only wet clean on selected parts of the rug that
needs attentive cleaning.   

  

A Persian rug styled in a cozy space is an ingredient for style statements for homes and can
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instantly boost an ordinary interior space into a warm and luxurious space. They are not only
beautiful and cozy but also practical.

  

If you want to add some glamour, design appeal and elevate your living space, call us today or
register to check out a wide array of the most luxurious Persian Rugs Canada has to offer.
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